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The $100 Partially Turned Digit Error Set
By Lee Worthley

The accompanying photograph shows a most remark-
able find, a set of eight $100 notes showing a complete
error happening and then correcting itself.

Paper money is always printed with the higher serial
numbers first. so that the finished sheets come off the
press in numerical order. And on 32-subject sheets, there
are two serial numbering devices per note, making a total
of 64 for each sheet. On this particular run, one of
these serial number registers became defective for a total
of five sheets. thus causing one note in each of these
sheets to be printed in error. All the notes have the same
check letter, A4, denoting the same position from each of
the sheets it came from. Page 103 of Shafer's guide
book shows the position of this note on the printed sheet.

Partially turned digit notes are a relatively scarce error,
and once in the process, can turn into mismatch serial
number notes. Mine is not such the case, although I wish
it were. Also, the examiners have to look at notes very
hard in order to spot these small-size errors, as compared
with offsets and creases. In addition, this error was only
on five notes and did not continue on with hundreds of
notes as is usually the case.

The explanation of this error is that when note #830
was advancing to #829, some dirt or other foreign matter
was caught between the "8" and the "3." As the number
changed, the "8" was pulled with the "3" causing the top
of the "7" to show. Then the partially turned digit at-
tempted to right itself, as evidenced by the fact the error
is less pronounced as the serials move along. Finally on
note #824, the printing returned to normal and continued
on that way until the end of the run. The amazing thing
is that the error corrected itself without any human help
whatsoever and printing of normal notes continued. This
type of error normally does not correct itself, and usually
the press has to be shut down, upon discovery, and cor-
rected. Hundreds of these errors can be made before
correction.

Did this error happen again when #820 was printed
and then moved to #819? My opinion is that it did not.
While I have no further notes to substantiate this, I feel
that as the error did correct itself, the foreign matter no
longer was a problem.

Many thanks go to Peter Huntoon for his knowledge in
helping to explain how this error happened. Any addi-
tional information about this rare error set will be greatly
appreciated by the author at P. 0. Box 27064, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90027.
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